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Abstract

This study compares five English, polysemous verbs' dictionary meanings, as ranked under 

each  verb's  headword in  a  currently  used,  bilingual  English-Swedish dictionary,  with  the 

equivalent  meanings'  frequencies  in  a  large  English  corpus.  In  Norstedts  Comprehensive 

English-Swedish  Dictionary (2000)  it  is  said  that  the numbered  list  of  senses  under  each 

headword is frequency orderered. The aim of this study is, accordingly, to see whether this 

frequency-based order of senses agrees with the frequencies as appearing in random searches 

in the British National Corpus (BNC). For each verb, a simple search in BNC was carried out. 

Its 50 random occurrences were then individually encoded with the most compatible sense 

from the numbered list of senses in the dictionary. The encoded tokens were compiled and 

listed in frequency order. This list was compared to the dictionary's list of senses. The results 

show discrepancies between the frequencies in BNC and the supposedly frequency ordered 

rendering of senses in the dictionary. The reasons for the ordering of senses in the dictionary 

are  discussed  in  relation  to  theories  on  word  meaning.  Only  two  of  the  verbs  reached 

agreement between the highest ranked dictionary sense and the most frequent sense in the 

BNC  simple  search.  None  of  the  verbs'  dictionary  orders  agreed  completely  with  the 

frequency order in the BNC simple search. Considered what linguistic research has found 

about second language learners'  tendency to stick to one learnt  meaning of a polysemous 

word,  even  when  context  demands  other  interpretations,  such  discrepancies  could  have 

acquisitional  implications,  why complementary  collocational  learning  in  order  to  improve 

second language vocabulary acquisition is advocated.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Aim 

This study compares five English verbs' dictionary meanings, as ranked under 

each verb's headword in a currently used bilingual English-Swedish dictionary, 

with  the  equivalent  meanings  in  a  large  English  corpus,  listed  in  frequency 

order.

     In  Norstedts  Comprehensive  English-Swedish  Dictionary,  third  edition 

(2000), under the heading "Guide to the Use of the Dictionary," it is under the 

subheadings  "The  Content  and  Arrangement  of  the  Entries"  and  "Senses" 

explained that "Where a headword has more than one sense, the different senses 

are mostly given in the order of their frequency in current usage. The senses are 

marked  off  by  boldface  Arabic  numerals"  (XIX).  The  Swedish  version 

"Anvisningar" equals this under the corresponding subheadings of "Artiklarnas 

uppbyggnad" and "Indelning efter betydelser" (XV-XVI) with "Betydelsernas 

inbördes  ordning bestäms  i  princip  av  deras  frekvens  och inte  av  historiska 

hänsyn. Betydelserna numreras i ordboken med feta arabiska siffror" (XVI). The 

aim of this study is, accordingly, to see whether, and how well, this frequency-

based order of senses in the dictionary agrees with the frequencies occurring in a 

random search of the verb in the British National Corpus (BNC). 

1.2 Research questions

In accordance with the aim of the study, the following two research questions 

will be posed
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-  Is the highest  ranked dictionary sense the most  frequent sense in a simple 

search in the BNC?

 

- Does the order in the dictionary's numbered list of senses correspond to the 

frequency order in which these senses appear in a simple search in the BNC?

1.3 Material and Method

As for the chosen verbs; suggest, support, install, impress, restore, they are all 

transitive, polysemous and fairly similar in their morphological structure with 

prefixes and roots of Latin origin. Initially ten verbs were gathered to choose 

from,  regardless  of  valency  pattern,  with  the  addition  of  perform,  allow, 

compose, reduce, reflect,  bearing in mind, not least, the two latters' redundant 

sense distributions. These five were later dismissed, however, since they have 

both transitive and intransitive uses.  The reason for choosing transitive verbs 

only is that verbs with both transitive and intransitive uses are listed as separate 

entry sections in the dictionary, as separate parts of speech, which would make 

comparison with corpus more  difficult.  The verbs chosen are,  as  mentioned, 

polysemous and the meanings studied are the senses in the bilingual English-

Swedish  dictionary  listed  under  the  headword  and  marked  off  by  boldface 

Arabic  numerals.  This  numbered  order  of  senses  which  is  supposed  to  be 

frequency ordered, is compared to a frequency ordered list of their equivalents' 

occurences in the  British National  Corpus where each verb has been solved 

from a simple search with 50 random solutions (Appendix VI), which have been 

encoded with a sense number from the verb's  numbered list  of senses in the 

dictionary. The only available way for online users of limiting the search in the 

BNC was to restrict it to verbal uses, which was made. A narrower restriction 

would have required access to the SARA client facility, which was not available 

to this study. 
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     The  dictionary  and  the  corpus  used  are  thus,  respectively,  Norstedts  

Comprehensive  English-Swedish  Dictionary,  third  edition  (2000),  and  the 

British National Corpus (BNC). Comprising 135,000 English words and phrases 

Norstedts Comprehensive English-Swedish Dictionary, third edition (2000), was 

chosen as representing a bilingual dictionary that could render the meanings of 

an English verb to a Swedish user as exhaustively as possible in a bilingual 

dictionary available to Swedish users. When this dictionary is referred to in the 

study it will be named the dictionary or, when other dictionaries are discussed as 

well, Norstedts dictionary. For simplicity purposes the page references within 

parentheses to the dictionary will be indicated by the year of publication plus 

page number. When the British National Corpus is referred to, the abbreviation 

BNC  will  be  used,  as  mentioned  above.  The  BNC  is  a  monolingual  and 

synchronic British English corpus that contains over a hundred million words of 

spoken and written modern English. 90 % of its citations are taken from written 

sources and 10 % from spoken sources. As to the written component, texts do 

not date back further than 1975 with a few exceptions from imaginative writings 

of which some date back to 1964. For more information on how it is balanced 

and comprised, see Appendices III-V. The version used in the study is the one 

made available online by the British Library (see Appendices I-V).

     The study is carried out as follows. Each verb is accounted for separately. For 

each individual occurrence in the BNC's random selection of 50 solutions of the 

verb, the equivalent translated sense is chosen from the numbered list of senses 

under the verb's English headword in the dictionary. The choice of translated 

sense is made by way of a contextually clued reading of the token as to what 

dictionary sense it is to be pertained to. The Swedish dictionary sense is also 

inserted when reading and translating into Swedish - the BNC text chunk in 

which the token is found as to probe the token for this translated sense.  The 

token is encoded with a number from the dictionary list of senses. This is, of 

course, a subjective interpretation that could be made otherwise, if repeated. But 
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when tokens that could be assigned to two /or more/ of the senses occur, they are 

encoded with both /or more/ senses and counted as two /or more/ tokens and the 

reasons  for  this  multiple  encoding  are  in  part  explained  and  discussed  as 

examples of encoding considerations under each verb's subsection. If the token 

does not agree well with any of the dictionary senses it  is  encoded with the 

dictionary sense that is most compatible to its use in the collocation in question. 

Duplicates of citations are left out, as are occurrences that are not encoded due 

to other flaws in the random selection of 50 solutions, caused either by citations 

being too short to enable encoding, or by citations in which the verb is part of 

compounds and noun phrases. For these reasons the total number of tokens vary, 

as can be seen in the tables for each verb in their respective subsection.

     These, in this way translated and encoded, corpus occurrences are then listed 

in  frequency order.  An excerpt  from the dictionary  exposing the headword's 

numbered list will then be compared to the emerged frequency ordered list of 

corpus occurrences. The results of the comparison are presented and analysed in 

Section 2 with regards to agreements and discrepancies between the lists but 

also as answers to the study's two research questions, accounted for above. In 

the concluding section the results are discussed in relation to research questions 

and theoretical background. Modified SLA teaching methods are suggested.

1.4 Theoretical Background

What is a word? What is a verb? What is meaning? To be able to determine 

what the meaning of a verb is, in particular a polysemous verb, it is essential to 

outline some answers to these questions. First it has to be established what a 

'word' is. Linguists say sometimes that it is merely an orthographic convention 

of gaps in text (Fromkin 2000:290), which mediaeval monks introduced when 

they copied classical and Biblical texts by hand in order to memorize them
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easier (Teubert 2004:175). Etymology tells us that 'word' originally designated 

'something that is said,' according to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), "a 

speech, utterance, verbal expression," or even "[s]peech, verbal expression, in 

contrast with action or thought," as one of its senses, dating back to the 10th 

century, is rendered (OED 1989 entry: word, n.), thus not necessarily what 

nowadays is conceived to be a 'word,' rather what we conceive to be 'an 

utterance' (Teubert 2004:175). The holophrastic stage in First Language 

Acquisition (FLA) also indicates that a 'word' might denote something more 

than what is usually conceived by it. Instead of being a single lexical item it can, 

in a very early, acquisitional stage, express "a complete sentence" (Fromkin 

2000:325). 

     Research indicates that it is precisely the 'word' convention that seriously 

impedes second language vocabulary acquisition, that it is this narrowing and 

cutting off of the word from context that has made vocabulary acquisition an 

ordeal even to advanced second language learners whose hardships at reaching 

native-like idiomaticity proficiency, i.e. proficiency in commanding complex 

lexical units - not only quaint proverbs but fixed expressions and phrasal units as 

well - testify to what learning by bits instead of bytes have led to (Arnaud et 

Savignon 1997:167). It indicates simultaneously that, by getting rid of the word 

convention, something can actually be done about the teaching and learning of 

vocabulary and phraseology, but that the tools have not been forged yet. 

     Not only is the non-native learner cut off from the language community in 

which the target language is spoken, s/he is also, by the long-lived 'word' 

convention, and thus itemized learning, cut off from the coherent strings that 

would enable a decoding of the word, being confined to the lexically itemized, 

bilingual dictionary if s/he wants to get more than a clue about an unfamiliar 

word's meanings and uses, since there are no dictionaries yet to cover the 

meanings derived from the many combinatory multi-word options that are 

available in a language, and that are being used by the language communities to 
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create complex lexical units, the numbers of which by far exceed the number of 

single words (Arnaud et Savignon 1997:160), thus being crucial to learn in order 

to enhance proficiency. In addition, contextual clues are of no help, e.g. in 

reading, unless a threshold level containing 5,000 lexical items of word 

knowledge has been reached (Laufer 1997:24). A guessing-from-reading 

strategy has equally shown to be inadequate since contextual clues could either 

not be there or be misleading, or be misinterpreted or be unknown themselves 

(Laufer 1997:28-30). Even worse are words that are not even recognized by the 

reader as unknown, which Laufer labels deceptively transparent words, or DT 

words (1997:25-27). Polysemous verbs could be referred to this category. The 

trap to the L2 learner here, is that  s/he often knows one, but only one, meaning 

of a polysemous word and tends to stick to it, in other words fossilizes this 

partial learning of the word's meaning (Laufer 1997:26). Since FLA and Second 

Language Acquisition (SLA) have proven to share features - this particular 

tendency to fossilize might be an effect of an FLA feature possibly present in 

SLA as well; what Fromkin calls the "Principle of Lexical Contrast," which is 

characteristic to the FLA lexical development, as a stage or strategy emanating 

from the congenital Universal Grammar, when children tend to assign "one and 

only one label" to each object (Fromkin 2000:452). 

So, what is the solution to the problem of lexical acquisition? In fact, 

computational linguistics that has offered new possibilities to actually see 

language, observe its actual uses, and infer from these observations new insights 

about its uses and meanings, could help to develop precisely the kind of tooling 

a second language learner would need to be able to approach native lexical 

proficiency. According to Teubert (2004:171-90), such a tooling would be 

aligned parallell corpora, which he thinks have to be developed at the earliest.

 An answer to the second question of what a 'verb' is brings us back to where 

we started, since this word's origin, the Latin word verbum, etymologically is the 

same word as 'word' (OED 1989 entry: verb, n.), thus originally meaning, as 
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mentioned, 'something that is said'. In knowing that 'verb' and 'word' are 

cognates one realizes that a verb, to an even greater extent than 'word' perhaps, 

has more to do with an utterance than with a single lexical item. The difficulties 

in learning a verb, and its meanings, can therefore, to a great extent, be similar 

to those of learning words, explained above. To grasp a verb's meaning out of 

context, though, as an isolated item, can, in fact, be even more intricate than an 

itemized learning of words from other word classes, as will be shown below.

The verb is spoken of as the core of sentence meaning (Jacobs 1995: 9-10; 

Aitchison et Lewis 1996:38) that determines not only, by its valency pattern, the 

number of arguments in the sentence, in being either intransitive, transitive or 

ditransitive, but also the arguments' syntactic categories and thematic roles as 

Agent, Goal or Patient (Fromkin 2000:183). Wildgen elaborates, with reference 

to "catastrophe theoretical semantics,"  in pointing out that also the argument 

structuring of the valency pattern has intrinsic semantic properties, determining 

what kind of relations the structuring establishes between the arguments in the 

sentence; affecting /A affects B/, effecting /A ejects/emits/creates B/, transfer /A 

gives C to B - B receives C from A/, instrumentality /A affects B with the 

instrument C/, causation /A causes C to affect B/ and localistic relations - of 

entering or leaving etc (Wildgen 2004:103). In addition, the verb imposes, with 

its inherent semantic properties, selectional restrictions on its arguments, what 

Alm-Arvius defines as "co-occurrence possibilities and limitations between 

words in language strings" (2003:59) thus contributing to the "collocational 

tailoring" (Alm-Arvius 2003:59) of the sentence.

As isolated items, though, verbs are said not to carry much meaning (in 

Arnoldsson 1999:11). Teubert even refers to Sinclair's article on the lexicon as 

"The Empty Lexicon" (in Teubert 2004:176) when explaining that polysemous 

verbs like strike outside phrases like strike a deal or strike coins do not mean 

anything in themselves. This might be the reason why verbs belong to the class 

of words that is the most difficult for Swedish EFL students to learn, as hinted at 
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by Arnoldsson (1999:10, 17). It is not really possible to grasp their meanings out 

of context, which would infer that, if learnt and taught as isolated items, they are 

in fact not learnt and taught at all. By the way we learn them they are cut off 

from the context that give them their meanings, or rather, that they assign 

meaning to, in being the nuclei of sentence meaning .They don't really mean so 

much in themselves, being but the motor of the sentence. In that function, 

though, they determine the meaning of the whole sentence. So, if they are not 

properly understood, the whole sentence will be misunderstood.

As to the last question on what meaning is, the answer will be restricted to 

what is relevant for this study, how to understand the meaning of polysemous 

verbs. Wildgen points out that linguistic meaning is part of a creative process, 

which he connects to a human transition from a biological evolution into an 

evolution of symbolization faculties manifested in humans' development of art, 

language and science (2004: 93ff). As easily can be detected when reading an 

introductory on semantics, language communities use stylistic figures when 

creating new meanings to words. Oxymoron - to combine opposites, such as 

"bitter-sweet, the sound of silence" (Alm-Arvius 2003:134), hyperbole (135) - 

the use of exaggeration, metonymi and synecdoche - to designate the whole with 

the parts of it and vice versa (Alm-Arvius 2003:163; Palmer [1981] 1997:9) are 

all stylistic figures that are being used artistically as well, e.g.to create poetry. 

Alm-Arvius mentions for example metaphorical use in her dissertation on the 

polysemous verb see (1993). 

As to the meanings of polysemous verbs, different points of view have been 

put forth - from a regarding of the verb as carrying a prototypical principle sense 

as the central core within a network of related meanings, that are added to it by 

the supplement of properties or conditions - to a viewing of the polysemous verb 

as having, like other polysemous 'words,' a multitude of meaning(s) that are 

impossible to pin down unless collocations are used to disambiguate them into 

monosemous "units of meaning" (Teubert 2004:171-189). 
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     The fundamental point of departure in Alm-Arvius' dissertation on the verb 

see (1993) is the idea of a principle sense to the verb of actually seeing things 

with your eyes, to which all the other of its meanings are related in different 

ways,  either  by pragmatic  adaptations as extension,  diversion,  restriction and 

metaphor  of  the  principle  sense,  or  by  more  prototypically  independent, 

lexicalized  secondary senses, that are still not completely disconnected to the 

principle sense (Alm-Arvius 1993:344-359), in which case they would instead 

have been homonyms (Alm-Arvius 2003:141-142).  The problem is,  that  few 

polysemous verbs seem to have this kind of easily grasped, central meaning to 

connect supplementary and polysemous, "secondary senses" to. Instead they are 

more 'empty,' as the verb  strike mentioned above, put forth as an example by 

Teubert,  or  as  the verbs that  are  the objects  of  this  study;  suggest,  support,  

install,  impress,  restore whose  corresponding 'principle'  senses  seem,  in  that 

way, only to be found in their Latin roots and prefixes, if anywhere (Alm-Arvius 

2003:72-75).  The  problem  is  then,  that,  just  like  the  meanings  of  fixed 

expressions are not a sum up of the meanings of their building blocks, these 

morphological elements do not either clue the meanings of the verb as a whole, 

which therefore will have to be learned by an acquisition of its collocational 

uses.  That  is  why the prototypical  way of  seeing these  abstract,  polysemous 

verbs might be less applicable as an instrument for analyses of their intrinsic 

selectional  restrictions  possibly  determining  the  collocational  uses.  Although 

tradition revered the Latin and Greek roots as the etymons of 'truth' to which the 

derivatives should preserve their connection (Zimmerman 1997:6), it might be, 

that this old knowledge do not  help us so much if  we want to learn what a 

polysemous verb of that kind 'means' in order to be able to use it with native-like 

proficiency, although there are connections. 

     A common stereotype in interpreting word meaning, including verb meaning, 

is that there are primary, concrete meanings and secondary, abstract, figurative 

meanings. In the case of the verbs in this study the primary meanings would 
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then be connected to the meaning of the Latin roots and the secondary meanings 

would be connected to figurative uses (Alm-Arvius 2003:65). This dichotomical 

view also seems to connect to native speakers' categorisation of verbs' meanings, 

as pointed out by Ellis in a reference to Kellerman's study on Dutch speakers' 

categorisation of the verb  breken  "into two major dimensions [of the semantic 

space],  which  he  labelled  'core/non-core'  and  'concrete/abstract'"  (Ellis 

1994:324) the two of which might also be connected to learner strategies, FLA 

and the notions of principle and secondary senses (Alm-Arvius 1993). 

     The  interpretation  of  the  results  of  this  study's  comparison  between 

dictionary  meanings  and  frequencies  in  corpus  of  these  meanings  will  be 

connected to the usability of these two views on polysemous verbs and their 

meanings; either as prototypes with secondary senses round a kernel of principle 

or primary sense, or as itemized, ambiguated parts of larger lexical units that 

would  need  to  be  disambiguated  by  being  put  inside  collocations  to  mean 

anything  at  all.  In  addition  to  answering  the  research  questions,  it  will 

accordingly be discussed whether the learning of polysemous verbs' meanings 

are more helped by a development of new tooling with collocations for learning 

the meanings of words, or if the traditional view of prototypical semantics still 

holds the answer, although it was already modified, for example, by Coleman 

and Kay in their study on the English verb lie, when they observed that a factor 

of gradience was relevant to native speakers, as to what grade the prototypical 

check list items of conditions had to be at hand in the verb's scope of meaning if 

the verb was to be selected to designate an event (Coleman et Kay 1981:26, 43), 

thus hinting at some sort of dependence of context. 

     According to Teubert, parallel corpora have instead to be developed in order 

to improve second language vocabulary acquisition. But until this is done  and 

they  are  generally  available,  consulting  a  bilingual  dictionary  is  increasingly 

vital to Swedish students as they progress towards higher proficiency, even if it 

is difficult to say whether it improves word knowledge or not (Odefalk 2004: 
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25).  To be able to answer that  last  question,  though, it  will  first  have to be 

established  whether  at  all  it  is  possible  to  find  out  a  word's  meaning  by 

consulting the dictionary. Are the answers given by the dictionary congruent 

with  current  uses  of  the  word?  As  a  part  of  the  answer  this  random  test 

investigates if the first mentioned sense is the most frequent one. 

 

2. Results and analyses

Firstly,  under each verb's  subsection,  the numbered order of senses from the 

dictionary, i.e. the Swedish translations of the polysemous verb as listed in the 

dictionary, is presented. This numbered list is shown initially and is, with the 

exception  of  the  pronunciation  of  the  word  in  phonetic  transcription  within 

square brackets, a quotation from the dictionary and will be page referenced as 

such.  Another  exception is,  however,  that  bold typings -  other  than those of 

paraphrased senses in English and Arabic numerals - have been left out since 

they would blur the purpose of this study, which is to align the senses in the 

BNC occurrences  of  the  verb  to  the  translated  Swedish  senses  listed  in  the 

dictionary, to enable comparison. Spoken of in the running text the dictionary 

senses of the verb in question will be labelled Sense 1, Sense 2 etc. according to 

the initially shown, bold typed numbered list of senses in the dictionary.

     An important detail to mention about the dictionary's way of rendering the 

senses  in the numbered list  is  that  English examples  within braces -{ }-  are 

positioned after their corresponding Swedish translations, as examples of these 

translations'  uses,  whereas  square  brackets  -[   ]-  are  reserved  for  optional, 

omissable word parts, words and word groups. Remaining English examples are 

put before the Swedish translations (2000: XIV-XX). 

     Secondly, the results of the comparison will be analysed and discussed, while 

accounted for, as will encoding considerations. In addition, the results will be 

presented  in  a  table  for  each verb  of  the  BNC occurrence  frequency  of  the 
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dictionary  senses.  When  samples  from  the  simple  searches  are  used  in  the 

account of the results they are included in the running text but preceded by its 

code number in BNC and typed smaller to be recognized as such, instead of 

rendering them as indented quotations which would impede reading. The bold 

typing of the verb token in these samples is mine. All the samples are collected 

from the simple search of that  particular verb in the BNC why no reference 

within parenthesis will be made after each sample.

2.1 Suggest

According to the dictionary these are the Swedish meanings in frequency order 

of the English verb suggest 

suggest . . . vb tr 

1 föreslå, framkasta, hemställa; he suggested that it [should] be done at once el. 

he suggested doing it at once han föreslog att det skulle göras genast;  suggest  

sth to sb föreslå ngn ngt, framkasta [ett förslag om] ngt för ngn

2  antyda,  låta förstå;  he was trying to suggest  that  I  should go han försökte 

antyda (ge mig en vink om) att jag borde gå

3 tyda på, tala för, vittna om {the look on her face suggested fear}; antyda {as 

the name suggests}

4 påminna om, väcka tanken på; väcka associationer till; låta ana; what does it  

suggest to you? vad påminner det dig om?, vad säger det dig?

5a) ge idén (uppslaget, impulsen) till; inspirera {a drama suggested by an actual  

incident} 

5b) väcka {that suggested the idea}; that suggested to me the idea of travelling 

det väckte tanken på att resa hos mig 

6 be suggested by vara föranledd (dikterad, förestavad) av
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7 påstå, mena {do you suggest (vill du påstå) that I'm lying?; I suggest that

jur. jag hävdar (vill göra gällande) att

8 suggest itself dyka upp, uppstå {the idea sugggested itself to  (hos)  me};  a 

solution suggested itself to me  jag kom [osökt] på en lösning; the idea didn't 

suggest itself to me den tanken föll mig inte in (kom jag inte på) 

9 suggerera (Norstedts 2000:1295)

     When  the  contextual  readings  of  the  BNC  citations  with  probing  for 

dictionary senses have been performed and the compiled results are combined it 

is evident that the two lists agree on the first list item as shown in Table 1. The 

most  frequent  sense  of  the  verb  in  both  lists  is  thus  föreslå,  framkasta,  

hemställa. This sense is also the least disputable one to encode. In collocations 

like "HJC 1503 I suggest we forget all about it"  and "KB0 1615 As yet er, that has not been possible, but if 

you knew of anybody, young person who you thought might be suitable and might mi , might like the challenge 

of an interesting venture of this nature I'm sure if you let us know, or let the moderator know we'll be very happy 

to,  er,  suggest  that  name  or  see  if   there's  any,  any  possibility  erm,  in  continuing  that"  there is  no 

question  as  to  what  dictionary  sense  the  collocate  will  be  grouped  under, 

whereas in cases like "KRP 1829 There are a number of, sort of a dictionary of useful phrases, I mean 

you actually used one or two just now, and one of the things that we suggest is that people when they're not 

under the pressure of being in the studio, which after all for them is alien territory, that they should actually have 

one or two of these useful phrases which do cover a, a multitude of embarrassing situations, if you want to put it 

that  away."  the choice is somewhat harder. In the first two cases it is clear that 

suggest is followed by a proposal of some kind; the first collocation even has a 

Swedish phrasal equivalent Jag föreslår att vi glömmer alltihop, the second one 

as well, föreslå ett namn, which cases therefore could be said to exemplify what 

Teubert calls "units that are large enough to be monosemous" (2004:184) when 

he  explains  how  collocation  can  be  used  to  disambiguate  single  words 

(2004:171-191).  In  the  third  case  above  it  is  more  unclear,  however.  What 

decided here was that none of the other dictionary senses was insertable when 

translating the collocation into Swedish, with the exception of Sense 7;  mena, 

which was not chosen after  all,  since the dictionary requires the presense of 
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insinuation in the shade of its meaning for this use, or some sort of [legal] claim 

or juridical context (see page 16). The assigning of this token to Sense 1 was 

further determined by the contextual string of one or two of these useful phrases 

which clued that suggest was followed by an enumeration of proposals as part of 

the verb's  argument,  which enabled a translation of   the slot  with  Sense 1; 

föreslå.  This  example  could  be  said  to  illustrate  the  sort  of  "syntagmatic 

compatibility" (Alm-Arvius 2003:59) that restrict, in this sentence,  the use of 

suggest to the encoded dictionary sense. As mentioned in subsection 1.4, being 

the core of sentence meaning,  verbs impose selectional  restrictions (Fromkin 

2000:128,  137,  183,  197)  on  the  arguments  when determining  the  argument 

structure  of  the  sentence  and  do  not  only  select  certain  arguments  but  also 

"certain intrinsic semantic properties of these arguments" (Fromkin 2000:128). 

The syntagmatic  slots  are paradigmatically  inserted but  not  only in terms of 

grammatical properties of the insertions, however, also semantic properties are 

regarded,  and  further  more,  it  is  not  only  the  immediate  context  that  is 

influenced  by  the  verb,  but,  when  translating  it,  its  sense  might  also  be 

determined  by  a  larger  chunk  of  context,  where  clues  farther  away  in  the 

collocational  string,  as  parts  of  collocational  profiles,  help  to  determine  its 

meaning (Teubert 2004:186). A grammatical probe for the token to be encoded 

with Sense 1 was also thought to be the subjunctive present or that + should-

construction of a subordinated clause (Svartvik, Sager 1996:76), but this was 

only the case here and in a few other samples, such as "FB2 743 They suggest therefore 

that greater emphasis be given to housing tenure in evaluating relative deprivation." The absense of the 

subjunctive present was possible to use as a probe for not encoding a token with 

Sense 1, though, as in "B25  227 We suggest  that the first-born child tends to get a bigger party and 

more  presents  than  subsequent  children."  This  token  was  encoded  with  Sense  7  menar 

instead.

     When it comes to the remaining dictionary senses the lists disagree (see 

Table 1). Whereas Sense 2 antyda, låta förstå is the next dictionary sense, Sense 
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3 tyda på, tala för, vittna om is the next item on the frequency ordered BNC list, 

when the occurrences in the simple search of this dictionary sense have been 

counted. Typical samples like "HU3 930 These data suggest that cyclic nucleotides may participate 

in the pathophysiological processes of coeliac disease"  account for 8 of the 15 occurrences of 

this dictionary sense in the BNC simple search of  suggest, where the Swedish 

translation  tyda på was inserted in the reading/translation of the collocations, 

and where the subject argument of suggest  was some more or less quantitative 

scientific  result(s)  or  finding(s).  In  other  cases,  such as  "CHC  536  Forty  yearys  of 

extremely limited progress in the sphere  suggest  that optimism would be out of place"  the encoding of 

Sense  3  was  more  disputable,  and  this  particular  token  was  for  this  reason 

encoded with both Sense 3, where  talar för eller  vittnar om  was inserted as 

optional Swedish translations, and Sense 4, where påminner om was inserted as 

a conceivable Swedish translation.  In  "K1D  562  But  the latest  revelations  suggest that  any 

number of culprits could be responsible for the Royal bugging, ranging from the security services, journalists 

and even members of the royal family"  the token was encoded with both Sense 3 tyder på 

and Sense 2 antyder, låter förstå, since the context includes an insinuating shade 

to the verb's  meaning by talking of  scandalous  revelations in  relation to the 

Royal family, which use would contrast the most frequent 'main' use of Sense 3 

accounted for above, as being restricted mostly to scientific discourses where the 

circumstances spoken of are factual and the verb's subject arguments are purely 

empirical  findings. Another example of overlap or blur between Sense 3 and 

Sense 2 is shown in the following sample "AKE 275 `;Boardroom struggles for power, wheeler-

dealing in the buying and selling of shares and, indeed, of whole clubs sometimes suggest that those involved 

are more interested in the personal financial benefits of social status of being a director than of directing the club 

in the interests of its customers.';" in which the subject argument, from a semantic point of 

view,  could  be  labelled  as  being  a  mix  between  suggestions  and  facts,  the 

enumeration of which strengthens the impression of being facts, effects of what 

goes on in the second argument clause "that those involved are more interested in the personal 

financial benefits of social status of being a director than of directing the club in the interests of its customers" 

motivating a translation with Sense 3 tyder (ibland) på whereas the inclusion of 
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"sometimes"  strengthens  an  impression  of  insinuating  vague  suppositions 

wherefore  a  translation  of  the  token  with  Sense  2  antyder  could  be  equally 

motivated.These considerations on the encoding of suggest into Sense 2 antyda, 

låta förstå  can be compared with a more disamgibuated token, encoded into 

Sense 2, "CTL 328 Although stateside gossip recently had it that Hitachi Ltd would soon be ready with Unix 

on its mainframes (UX No 384), latest rumours suggest that BASF's Comparex Informationssysteme GmbH --; a 

European OEM for Hitachi Data Systems' IBM-compatible mainframes --; is tired of waiting, and may be close 

to  signing  a  deal  with IBM  for  its  already  proven  AIX/ESA 2.1 mainframe  version  of  Unix,  which  is  an 

implementation  of  OSF/1."  in  which  the  underlined  contextual  clues  support  an 

assigning of the token to Sense 2 more firmly. However, in many cases Sense 2 

and Sense 3 are almost impossible to discern, which makes you wonder if they 

could  not  as  well  have  been  merged  into  one  and  been  rendered  as  one 

numbered  sense  in  the  dictionary  instead.  Especially  if  you  compare  their 

division into two numbered senses with Sense 2 of the verb support (see section 

2.2) where a multitude of translations are grouped under one sense,  some of 

which might, as Sense 2 and Sense 3 of  suggest, have been listed as separate 

numbered senses:

support . . . vb tr

2 stödja, äv. bild. . . . understödja, ge sitt stöd, hjälpa, backa upp. . . , 

främja,  gynna;  hålla  (heja)på  .  .  .  ;  assistera  .  .  .  ;  underbygga, 

bekräfta, bestyrka . . . ; biträda. . . ; upprätthålla, bevara. . . ; hålla 

igång, hålla flytande (2000:1302)

Dictionary sense Fq in BNC Number of tokens              n = 53
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Sense 1 1.Föreslå, framkasta hemställa            18              34 %
Sense 3 3. Tyda på, tala för, vittna om            15              28 %
Sense 7 7.Påstå, mena; jag hävdar 

   (vill göra gällande) att
           11              21 %

Sense 2 2. Antyda, låta förstå              5                9 %
Sense 4 4.Påminna om, väcka 

tanken;väcka associationer till; 

låta ana;

             4                8 %

Sense 5a 5a)ge idén (uppslaget, impulsen) 

till; inspirera
             0                0 

Sense 5b 5b) väcka;              0                0 
Sense 6 6. be suggested by vara föranledd 

(dikterad, förestavad) av
             0                0 

Sense 8 8. suggest itself dyka upp, påstå              0                0 
Sense 9 9. suggerera              0                0 

Table 1. The distribution of dictionary senses in a simple search of suggest

     As a whole, the frequency order in the dictionary for suggest is not supported 

by the findings in the simple search with 50 solutions in BNC. The first item's 

concordance  is  not  followed by the  others.  The  principle  sense  seems  to  be 

föreslå, framkasta, hemställa, which could not, however, be said to correspond 

to its Latin 'primitive' (Zimmerman 1997:6) and it is not in a very transparent 

way connected to the meanings of its morphological building blocks, being the 

Latin prefix  sub = 'under,'  and the Latin verb  gerere = 'to bear,  carry, bring' 

(OED 1989: entry suggest, v.).

2.2  Support

support I vb tr 

1  stötta,  stödja,  bära  [upp]  {posts  support  the  roof},  hålla  uppe  {he  was 

supported by a lifebelt}; uppehålla {too little food to support life}; {the bridge 

is not strong enough to} support heavy vehicles ...bära tung trafik; {he hurt his 

ankle,  so}  he  had  to  be  supported  home ...man  måste  stödja  honom  på 
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hemvägen;  support  oneself stödja  sig,  stödja,  ta  stöd  {he could  not  support  

himself on his foot}; hålla sig uppe (upprätt)

2  stödja äv. bild. {a theory supported by facts; support a claim}, understödja 

{machine-guns supported the attack}, ge sitt stöd, hjälpa, backa upp {support a 

party}, främja, gynna; hålla (heja) på {support Arsenal}; assistera {support a 

surgeon};  underbygga,  bekräfta,  bestyrka  {support  a  statement};  biträda 

{support  a proposal}; upprätthålla,  bevara {suppport  one's reputation}; hålla 

igång, hålla flytande {support a firm}

3  försörja,  underhålla  {can  he  support  a  family?}; support  oneself försörja 

(livnära) sig, hålla sig uppe

4 bära, bestrida, stå för {support the costs}; bekosta {support one's studies from 

personal funds}

5 teat. a) spela, bära upp {support a part} 

5 teat. b) spela (ha) en biroll under, vara motspelare åt {support an actor}

6 ngt åld. tåla, finna sig i, stå ut med {I can't support your impudence}, uthärda

7 åld., support a lady bjuda en dam armen, föra en dam till bordet o. d.

(2000:1301-1302)

As can be seen in the dictionary findings above: that the dictionary has listed a 

concrete, tangible sense as Sense 1 is contrasted by current use (see Table 2) but 

could be said to be typical of the notion that there is a primary, and more 

concrete  sense,  the  notion  of  which  might  be  in  fact  a  reminiscence  of  the 

notions of meaning held by 19th century linguists as to a word's etymon and 

denotation in contrast to secondary sense (Zimmerman 1997:6).

Dictionary sense Fq order  in BNC Number of tokens              n = 50
Sense 2 2.  Stödja  äv.  bild.,  understödja, 

ge  sitt  stöd,  hjälpa,  backa  upp, 

främja  gynna;  hålla  (heja)  på; 

assistera;  underbygga,  bekräfta, 

bestyrka;  biträda;  upprätthålla, 

bevara;  hålla  igång,  hålla 

flytande

           47              94 %
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Sense 1 1. stötta, stödja, bära [upp], hålla 

uppe;  uppehålla;  stödja  sig, 

stödja,  ta  stöd;  hålla  sig  uppe 

(upprätt)

             2                4 %

Sense 3 3.  Försörja,  underhålla;  försörja 

(livnära) sig, hålla sig uppe
             1                2 %

Sense 4 4. bära, bestrida, stå för; bekosta              0                0 
Sense 5 a) 5 teat a) spela, bära upp              0                0 
Sense 5 b) 5  teat  b)  spela  (ha)  en  biroll 

under, vara motspelare åt
             0                0 

Sense 6 6. ngt åld. tåla, finna sig i, stå ut 

med, uthärda
             0                0 

Sense 7 7.  åld.,  support  a  lady bjuda  en 

dam  armen,  föra  en  dam  till 

bordet o.d.

             0                0 

Table 2. The distribution of dictionary senses in a simple search of support

In the case of support, there seems to be an adversed principle in the dictionary 

listing of the senses. The figurative, or secondary sense - of its corresponding 

primary sense  -  is  listed in the dictionary as  Sense 2,  whereas the concrete, 

primary 'primitive' sense in this case - which could be said to be the sum of the

Latin building blocks sub = 'under' and port = 'to carry' (Ayers 1986: 48, 153) - 

is listed as Sense 1, as to be the most frequent one, contrasted by the frequencies 

in  BNC,  which  overwhelmingly  testify  to  the  opposite,  why  it  would  be 

reasonable  to  assume,  that  the dictionary  has  actually  used  the  etymological 

principle after all, which is not even the historical principle, as a search of the 

verb in  OED certifies  to,  where instead this  figurative sense  is  said to  have 

entered the language in 1390 (OED 1989: entry support, v. sense 2 a.) whereas 

the  concrete,  first  Norstedts  dictionary  sense  of  actually  bearing,  holding or 

propping up something as to keep it from falling, is not verified in English until 

1420 while the sense of 'sustain a weight' as in "LEONIThe Wall ought to be allowed a 

due Thickness for the supporting such a weight" in fact did not enter English until 1726 

(OED 1989: entry support,v. sense 7a and 7e). According to OED the figurative 

sense, or Norstedts dictionary Sense 2 is thus older than the concrete, Norstedts 

dictionary Sense 1.
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     The encoding was in this case extremely simple to carry out and disputable 

cases  were  none,  as  were  fall-outs.  As  a  whole,  the  lists  disagreed  by  the 

inversion of the first two senses. The most frequent BNC sense of this verb is of 

course well known to most students from a very early stage of acquaintance with 

the verb, since it is even used in Swedish in everyday language, as both a noun 

and a verb in its English form, not yet fully adapted to Swedish morphology, but 

if such frequency discrepancies are the case with less familiar polysemous verbs 

as  well,  it  would  indicate  that  students  can  be  mistaken  when  using  the 

dictionary to consult on the use of such a verb. 

     On the third item the lists were congruent. Sense 3 in the dictionary was also 

the third most frequent sense in the BNC simple search. The encoding of this 

item was very easy and there were no disputable cases or double encodings at all 

of this sense, since there was only one instance of it, which was a clear case of 

Sense 3 försörja, underhålla excluding any other interpretation. 

     Worth mentioning here could be that sense 7 "support a lady bjuda en dam 

armen", according to OED, is obsolete and has expired completely, as is one of 

the senses examplified in Sense 1, namely the sense of holding oneself up, keep 

an erect position (OED 1989: entry support, v. Sense 7b and 7c), so this

pragmatic  extension  of  Sense  1  (Alm  1993:346)  can  hardly  be  said  to  be 

frequent at all, according to OED that has put a cross before it, as well as before 

Norstedts dictionary Sense 7. 

2.3 Impress 

Impress vb tr

1 a) trycka på, trycka in ett märke o.d. {in[to] i;  on på, i};  impress a kiss on 

trycka en kyss på; impress a mark on sätta ett märke på; impress a seal on wax 

göra ett sigillavtryck i lack
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1 b) stämpla, prägla{with med}; impress wax with a seal förse lack med ett sigill

2 inprägla, inskärpa en idé o.d. {on hos}; impress sth [up]on one's mind inprägla 

(inpränta) ngt i minnet; it remains impressed on his memory det har inpräglat sig 

(inpräglats,  fastnat)  i  hans  minne;  impress  on  sb  that...inprägla  (inskärpa, 

inpränta) hos ngn [vikten av] att...,lägga ngn på hjärtat att...; impress oneself on 

sätta  sin  prägel  på;  impress  sb  with  the  idea  that...  bibringa  ngn  den 

uppfattningen  att...;  be  impressed  with präglas  av;  I  impressed  him  with  (I  

impressed on him) the importance of jag inskärpte hos honom vikten av

3 göra intryck på {the book did not impress me at all}, imponera på; impressed 

by  (with)  imponerad  (gripen)  av;  genomträngd  av,  uppfylld  av  en  idé  o.d.; 

impress sb favourably göra ett fördelaktigt (gott) intryck på ngn; be favourably 

impressed with få ett fördelaktigt (gott) intryck av; they were impressed with the 

importance of their work de hade en stark känsla av betydelsen av sitt arbete

(2000: 633-634)

When put  together  the  two lists  are  shown to  disagree  on two of  the listed 

senses, whereas the dictionary Sense 2 agrees with the frequencies in BNC as to 

be the second most frequent sense (see Table 3). In fact the frequency order of 

the dictionary senses in BNC is reversed compared to the dictionary's order of 

senses. The first dictionary sense, which can be labelled to be a concrete sense 

of  palpably  stamping something into something else,  derived from the Latin 

verb root  impress-,  from the assimilated prefix  im- and the verb  premere;  to 

press (OED 1989: entry impress, v.),  is the least frequent in BNC, whereas what 

can be said to be the figurative use of Sense 1 is the second most frequent in 

BNC and finally the last item on the dictionary's list of senses is in fact the most 

frequent in BNC. 

     This Sense 3 göra intryck på, imponera could be said to approach what Alm-

Arvius  labels  a  lexicalised,  secondary  sense  (Alm-Arvius  1993:350)  if  the 

conrete sense, of actually, tangibly pressing something into something else,  is to 

be  seen  as  the  verb's  principle  sense,  which  in  this  case  would  not  agree 
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historically, since both the concrete and figurative use date back to the year of 

1374 (OED 1989: entry  impress, v.). The problem with applying the idea of a 

"principle sense" to a Latin verb like this seems to be that, being derived from 

Latin it has been detached from its primary language anyway, which makes it 

hard to determine what its principle sense was or ever has been. It seems also 

relevant to ask why a concrete sense should be regarded as more primary than a 

figurative one. As Wildgen is reminding of,  language itself  is  symbolic  and, 

according to him, it is one of the symbolizing, creative faculties that humans 

have developed, along with art and science, as an evolutionary tool for survival 

(see  section  1.4),  the  possible  purpose  of  which  being  to  incorporate  the 

experiencing of  unknown phenomena  with  the  experience  of  already  known 

ones (Alm-Arvius 2003).

Dictionary sense Fq order in BNC Number of tokens              n = 40
Sense 3 3. Göra intryck på, imponera på; 

imponerad  (gripen)  av; 

genomträngd  av,  uppfylld  av en 

idé o.d.

           30              75 %

Sense 2 2. Inprägla, inskärpa en idé o.d.;              8              20 %
Sense 1 1.a) trycka på, trycka in ett märke 

od. 1.b) stämpla, prägla (med)
             2                5 %

Table 3. The distribution of dictionary senses in a simple search of impress

     Some of the impress occurrences fall out here; two since they appeared as 

software  product  names,  five  since  they  were  in  fact  nouns  or  part  of 

compounds, two were the noun part of a verb phrase, and yet another, since it 

was a duplicate. These are not encoded or included in the result, wherefore the 

total be 40. When repeating the search to get a better selection the fall-outs were 

approximately as many, wherefore the selection could not be amended.

2.4 Install 

Instal o. Install vb tr 
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1 installera {install a new assistant}, inviga, insätta {install sb in[to] an office (a 

dignity)}; he was installed in his new home han var installerad (hade installerat 

sig) i sitt nya hem; install oneself installera sig, inrätta sig, slå sig ned 

2 installera {install electricity; install a machine}, lägga (dra) in {install wires}; 

sätta upp, montera

(2000: 657)

OED tells us that this verb also originates from Latin, in this case the Latin verb 

installa-re, which is morphologically construed by the composition of the prefix 

in- and the Latin  stallum from the root morpheme of  stal, stall-, which means 

'standing-place,' 'sitting-place' (OED 1989: entry install, v.). The oldest sense is 

'to invest with an office or dignity'; 'to place in any office or position'; 'to fill (a 

place) with (an occupant),' which senses (OED 1989: entry install,v. 1a, 1b, 1d) 

can be said to correspond to Norstedts dictionary Sense 1. The more recent sense 

is "to place (an apparatus, a system of ventilation, lighting, heating, or the like) 

in position for service of use" (OED 1989: entry install, v. 2), which entered the 

language by the end of the 19th century, round 1890, according to OED. In other 

words, here it seems as if the more concrete, tangible sense has appeared later in

the language, which would confirm the concluding remark to the verb impress, 

that a concrete sense might not be more primary or principle than a figurative 

use  (see  previous  subsection).  The  human  assignment  of  meaning  to  words 

seems to go in several directions, the figurative use can be as "principle" (cf. 

Alm-Arvius  1993)  and  "primitive"  (cf.  Zimmerman  1997:6)  as  the  more 

concrete use designating something that is more tangible.

Dictionary sense   Fq order in  BNC Number of tokens         n = 40
Sense 2 2.  Installera,  lägga 

(dra)  in;  sätta  upp, 

montera

           32           80 %
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Sense 1 1.Installera,inviga,ins

ätta;  installera  sig, 

inrätta sig, slå sig ned

             8           20 %

Table 4. The distribution of dictionary senses in a simple search of install

     As to the results of the comparison between the order of dictionary senses 

and the frequencies  in  BNC of  their  equivalents,  it  is  evident  that  the  more 

recent use is also the contemporary one, with only 8 out of 40 occurrences being 

pertained to the 'older,' but in this case, figurative use. Still, it is the older use 

that  is  listed  as  Sense  1  in  the  dictionary,  which  could  motivate  the  same 

reflection here as made in the subsection of support, that one could suspect that 

it has not been the order of "frequency in current usage" (see subsection 1.1) that 

has been the guiding principle in this case either, nor has it been the notion of a 

concrete meaning as to be the primary, core meaning, as in the listing of senses 

for support, rather has the guiding principle been the historical one, since Sense 

1 is the oldest in the OED. Although the 'concrete' sense designating something 

palpable  was  listed as  Sense  1 in  the  dictionary in  the case  of  support (see 

section 2.2) - in spite of being neither the oldest,  nor the most frequent one, 

which  suggests  that  it  was  the  dichotomical  division  of  the  semantic  space 

between 'concrete/abstract' (Ellis 1994:324) that was at play there - this is not 

the case when it comes to install. Compared to the Norstedts dictionary order of 

senses for install, in which the figurative, and oldest sense - thus congruent with 

a historical principle of rendering the meaning of a word - is listed first,  the 

dictionary's ordering of senses of support would indicate that the dictionary has 

organized the senses with a mixture of guiding principles,  which makes you 

reflect upon whether a numbered order is motivated at all,  since learners are 

obliged to interpret this order in one way or another, if not familiar with the 

word they look up. This could lead their learning and acquisition in a certain 
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direction,  resistant  to  change,  especially  if  what  Laufer  says  about  students' 

tendencies to stick to, and fossilize in, one decided for meaning of a polysemous 

word  even  when  context  demands  another  interpretation  is  considered  (see 

section 1.4). If any order is to be the guiding principle of rendering dictionary 

meanings it might be that a frequency order would be the most useful to the 

student using the dictionary to look up an unfamiliar word. In Semantics Palmer 

emphasizes that it is disputable whether "language can be . . . divorced from its 

use" and that its instable meanings therefore depend on "speakers, hearers and 

context" ([1981] 1997:7).   

2.5 Restore 

Restore vb tr

1  återställa {restore order}; återlämna {restore stolen property}; återupprätta; 

rehabilitera; återuppliva, återinföra {restore old customs}; restore finances to a 

sound basis  sanera finanserna;  restore peace to {the country} återställa freden 

i...; återskänka...fred; restore a book to its place ställa tillbaka en bok på dess

plats;  restore sb to health återge ngn hälsan;  he is restored [to health] han är 

återställd, han har återfått hälsan; restored to life återkalla till livet

2 restaurera, renovera, reparera, sätta i stånd {restore a church (picture)}

3 rekonstruera {restore a text}

4  återinsätta {to i};  restore sb to power återföra ngn till  makten,  återge ngn 

makten; he is restored to power han har återfått (återförts till) makten; they were 

restored to the throne de återinsattes på tronen (2000:1088)

The most  frequent  sense  in  BNC is  here  in accordance with Sense 1 in  the 

dictionary. But when looking at the multitude of  more or less fixed expressions 

in which the verb is demanded or optional it seems relevant to ask whether it is 

motivated to group them under one fellow sense since the Swedish translations 
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återställa;  återlämna;  återupprätta;  rehabilitera;  återuppliva,  återinföra; 

(sanera);  återställa;  återskänka...fred;  ställa tillbaka (en  bok på dess plats); 

återge,  återställa,  återfå  (hälsan);  återkalla  (till  livet) are  so  many  and  so 

different that it would suggest that they have more to do with the collocations 

they are included in than with each other, the one thing in common seeming 

mostly to be the prefix åter-.

Dictionary sense Fq order in BNC Number of tokens              n = 49
Sense 1 1. Återställa; återlämna; 

återupprätta; rehabilitera; 

återuppliva, återinföra; ställa 

tillbaka; återge etc

           37              76 %

Sense 2 2. Restaurera, renovera, reparera, 
stätta i stånd

             7              14 %

Sense 4 4.  Återinsätta;  återföra  ngn  till 

makten, återinsätta (på tronen)
             5              10 %

Sense 3 3. Rekonstruera {restore a text}              0                0

Table 5. The distribution of dictionary senses in a simple search of restore

     The second dictionary sense of restaurera, renovera, reparera, sätta i stånd 

agrees with the second most  frequent sense  in  BNC.  It  also seems as  if  the 

Swedish translations here are in more synonymic  agreement  with each other 

than  the  Swedish  translations  rendered  in  Sense  1,  as  discussed  above.  The 

oldest of these senses in OED seems to be Sense 2 restaurera, renovera and one 

of the senses rendered in Sense 1;  återlämna (stulet gods), whereas the senses 

rendered under Sense 1 examplified by English collocations vary in age as to 

their uses (OED 1989 entry: restore, v.). None of the collocations in BNC could 

be encoded with Sense 3 rekonstruera so Sense 4 återinsätta was the third most 

frequent in the BNC occurrences. 

2.6 Compilation of results
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As can  be  seen  in  Table  6  the  first  dictionary  sense  agreed  with  the  most 

frequent BNC sense in two cases,  suggest and  restore, and disagreed with the 

most frequent sense of support, impress and install. The second dictionary sense 

agreed likewise in two cases, impress and restore, the third sense agreed in one 

case, whereas the only verb that had more of the senses listed in the dictionary 

also represented in corpus, suggest, disagreed on the last two list items. None of

Suggest Support Impress Install Restore
Dicti.

senses

No. of

tokens
n=52 Dict

senses

No. of

tokens

n=50 Dict

senses

No. of

tokens

n=40 Dict

senses

No. of

tokens

n=40 Dict

senses

No.  of 

tokens

n=49

S 1 18 34% S 2 47 94% S 3 30 75% S 2 32 80% S 1 37 76%
S 3 15 28% S 1   2  4% S 2   8 20% S 1   8 20% S 2   7 14%
S 7 11 21% S 3   1  2% S 1   2  5% S 4   5 10%
S 2  5   9%
S 4  4   8%

Table 6. Accordance with dictionary senses of BNC occurrences

the list pairs agreed on all items, why the answer to the second research question 

is no.

3. Conclusion

The  over-all  impression  is  that  the  numbered  list  of  senses  in  Norstedts 

dictionary, said to be "mostly given in the order of their frequency in current 

usage" (2000:XIX), disagrees with the frequency order in the BNC as appearing 

in each of the simple searches of the five English polysemous verbs  suggest,  

support, impress, install, restore when having been encoded with senses from 

the dictionary. Even if the reservation "mostly" is taken into account, it seems 

still relevant to assume that 'frequency' was not even the major principle but 

instead only one out of many - in a mixture of - principles that has been guiding 

the numbered ordering of senses under each headword, as discussed in previous 
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subsections, connecting instead to various notions on the meaning of words, not 

only the ones prevalent in linguistic research traditions within connected fields, 

such as language acquisition (Ellis 1994:324), semantics (Alm-Arvius 1993) and 

historical  linguistics  (Zimmerman  1997:6)  but  also  more  recent  ones  in 

computational linguistics on complex lexical units, fixedness and collocations, 

since the rendering of meanings by phrasal samples has increased,  as can be 

seen above in the dictionary's rendering of senses under the entry of restore (see 

also Norstedts dictionary 2000: Preface). 

     The results show discrepancies between the frequencies in BNC and the 

supposedly frequency ordered rendering of senses in the dictionary in that only 

two of the verbs reached agreement between the highest ranked dictionary sense 

and the most frequent sense in the BNC simple search, wherefore the answer to 

the first research question must be no. As to the second research question the 

answer is no as well. Not one of the verbs' dictionary orders agreed completely 

with the frequency order of their occurrences in the BNC simple search. The 

verb that came closest was restore in agreeing on the first two list items. Being 

just a sample random test, this study cannot, however, claim to form a basis for 

formulating  any generalisations about the relationship between the frequency 

order of polysemous verbs'  senses in the BNC and the ordering of senses in 

Norstedts dictionary, merely hint at needs for other tooling to be developed in 

order to improve second language vocabulary acquisition, where the learning of 

polysemous  verbs'  uses  could  be said  to  be part  of  the kind  of  idiomaticity 

proficiency that second language learners seldom attain native-like proficiency 

in (Laufer  1997:25), whereas this has shown achievable in the case of more 

disambiguous,  single,  although rare,  'words'  (Arnaud et  Savignon 1997:167). 

The  'word'  convention  could,  as  has  been  pointed  out,  be  partly  to  blame 

(Teubert 2004:171-188). If verbs' carriage of meaning is syntagmatically, rather 

than paradigmatically, determined, as their functioning as the core of sentence 

meaning  -  mainly  through  their  valency  patterns  but  also  through  their 
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selectional restrictions (see section 1.4) - would indicate, this could mean that 

they cannot be learnt - at all - in isolation but must be learnt from collocational 

strings  or  profiles  (Teubert  2004:184-187).  If  this  is  so,  then  the  bilingual 

dictionary has to be complemented with tooling that computational linguistics 

might soon be able to provide, if second language 'vocabulary' acquisition  is 

ever to be improved. A suggested solution to this acquisitional problem is put 

forth by Teubert as to be the development of aligned parallel corpora, which 

might, however, still be a future prospect. 

     Meanwhile,  other methods could be used, such as focusing on authentic 

sources  of  target  language  seldom  thought  of  as  being  able  to  improve 

vocabulary acquisition. News papers and other periodicals are frequently used 

already,  as  native  sources.  In  addition,  authentic  cross-words,  children's 

literature,  tv  fiction  and films  can  promote  the  habituation to  the  chunks  of 

language that have to be learnt and memorized as complex lexical units in order 

to make the mental lexicon of the second language learner resemble that of the 

native speaker. An active and aware watching of tv series' and films, with pauses 

for repetitions in class,  followed by notations and an explicit  learning of the 

represented phrases, idiomatic and discourse uses could promote and not only 

increase  the  speed  of  lexical  acquisition  but  also  help  to  make  way  for  the 

possibility of reaching native-like lexical proficiency, since lexical proficiency is 

essential  to  target  language  proficiency  (Laufer  1997).  Devices  such  as 

scanning-pens connected to  a bilingual  corpora CD in a  palmtop,  displaying 

collocations of the word in both languages could be thought of as a convenient 

tooling to develop.
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